ISPD Thin Suits
Description:
These suits are jet-black outfits that are specifically
tailored to fit a single individual. The suit itself and the
sophisticated electronic components that are built into it
are so precisely tuned, and the suit itself, so precisely
fit. That if a wearer gains or loses so much as three or
four pounds, they must be fitted for a new suit. It
cannot be worn over other clothing but instead fits the
wearer as a second skin.
Most people wear their thin suits only during a mission,
but tend to remove them when they aren't. A few
individuals such as ISPD Agents within the Dragon
Empire may wear their thin suit an almost day to day
basis.
Originally developed for ISPD covert operations and
Infiltration purposes, the thin suits have since fallen into
the hands of Pirates and Black Marketeers and the like.
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Integral Benefits
In addition, a thin suit has a number of built in features,
firstly it’s advanced electronics constantly transmits
telemetry to the ship's medical and Command officers
that details the wearer's blood pressure, body
temperature, EKG readings, and location, so long as
they are within 2 km of the ship, this allows the
operatives to be monitored while “on mission”. Thin
suits have an integral 2 hours air supply and is
environmentally sealed allowing it to be used in almost
all environments, The suit also has the ability to recycle
the wearers air in thin atmospheres which effectively
provides the wearer unlimited air in those environments.
The Helmet has an a Flare proof visor (Prevents
Blinding, +4 to saves against relevant effects) and an advanced Optic system over one eye
which provides Magnification x25 Optics (+5 Spot), which may be switched between Normal,
Infrared or Ultraviolet settings, it also has a built in Communicator with a 10 mile range. The
gauntlets of the suit have retractable claws which re/extract from the fingers out to about an
Inch (do 1d6 Damage, 18-20/x2 Critical, also provide +2 to Climb checks). The form fitting
nature and material fo the suit as well as the padding allow the wearer to move stealthily and
be difficult to spot (+2 enhancement bonus to Hide and Move Silently).
Finally, the thin suits along with added padding at vital spots are made from highly durable
material that is resistant to most forms of electronic and biological scanning devices (makes
Dc to detect them +10 higher than normal). They also offer the wearer limited protection
from blunt, impact, and energy damage, as well as extreme heat and cold. (AC +6, Max Dex
+8, 0 armor check penalty, 5% Spell failure, as well as +4 to Fortitude saves from extremes
of heat and cold exposure)

